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The Canadian Arts Presenting Association/l’Association canadienne des organismes artistiques 
(CAPACOA) represents over 140 professional presenters, festivals, presenter networks, artistic 
companies, agents, managers and other stakeholders working across the presenting and touring sector 
in Canada.  Collectively our network members represent more than 2000 professional and volunteer 
organizations, associations and companies.  We are well positioned to inform the government about the 
contributions made by our members regarding the impact of live performing arts on Canadian citizens.    
 
CAPACOA’s programs and services support presenting and related activity at the local, regional and 
national level. The organization collaborates nationally and internationally to help advance the field and 
provides leadership, knowledge, communications and skills development on behalf of its members and 
within the arts presenting community. 

We have carefully considered the CRA’s proposed guidance from the point of view of performing arts 

presenters, and we are submitting general as well as specific comments. We hope that they will help to 

clarify the guidance, and to make it most meaningful to both presenting organizations and the CRA’s 

Charities Directorate. 

General Comments 

1. Overall, the new guidance appears to be reasonable. They rely, as they must, on objective 
criteria and evidence. They provide multiple choices of evidence for each criterion, which could 
however be interpreted in a restrictive way. This could be challenging for segments of the arts 
sector where some of the proposed evidence is not available. Using language such as “... 
including, but not limited to” could provide more flexibility in the interpretation of the 
guidelines. 
 

2. Generally speaking, the language and criteria being used around “performance” and 
“presentation” apply well to creating and producing organizations, but much less to presenting 
organizations1 – this will be detailed below. Although a liberal interpretation could allow the 
application of the proposed guidance to presenting organizations, a rigid interpretation could 
exclude purely or ‘simply’ presenting organizations altogether.  

 

                                                           
1
 The distinction between creation, production and distribution/presentation and their roles in the creative chain 

(“chaîne du spectacle” in Québec’s policy) are detailed in the Canadian Framework for Culture Statistics and in 
Quebec’s presenting policy, Remettre l’art au monde. Quebec’s policy, in particular, highlights the role of 
presenting organizations in advancing public’s appreciation of the arts. 
Canada, Canadian Framework for Culture Statistics, Statistics Canada, 2001, pages 13-14, 17. 
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-595-m/81-595-m2004021-eng.pdf (accessed December 31, 2011)  
Québec, Remettre l’art au monde, Ministère de la culture et des communications, 1996, pages 2-3, 25-26. 
http://www.mcccf.gouv.qc.ca/index.php?id=3355&tx_lesecrits_pi1%5Becrit%5D=92&cHash=1605c89d0e0f557e6d
ec89b4266fff27 (accessed December 31, 2011) 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-595-m/81-595-m2004021-eng.pdf
http://www.mcccf.gouv.qc.ca/index.php?id=3355&tx_lesecrits_pi1%5Becrit%5D=92&cHash=1605c89d0e0f557e6dec89b4266fff27
http://www.mcccf.gouv.qc.ca/index.php?id=3355&tx_lesecrits_pi1%5Becrit%5D=92&cHash=1605c89d0e0f557e6dec89b4266fff27
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Specific Comments 

“Production” and “Presentation” – two distinct activities which require 

clarification 

3. Paragraph 38, Appendix B: “To advance the public's appreciation of the arts by producing public 
art exhibitions, presentations, and performance art(s) events, and by providing a forum for 
qualified artists to exhibit, present, or perform their artistic works through participation in such 
events.” – The use of the word “producing” in this particular example may create confusion for 
presenting organizations, who are technically not producers, according to the North American 
Industry Classification System2 and the Système de classification des activités de la culture et des 
communications du Québec3. Such language differs from the wording used in Paragraph 37, 
which would be more acceptable from the perspective of the presenting field. 
 

4. Paragraph 39: “Examples of activities that could further the advancement of the public's 
appreciation of the arts include producing and presenting high-quality public dance 
performances...” –  The use of the word “and” may be interpreted as meaning that the eligible 
activities must include both “producing” and “presenting” a performance (what is sometimes 
referred to as “self-presentation” in the presenting field4). In the presenting field, the act of 
“presenting” can (and most often does) take place independently of the act of “producing”: a 
presenter may present the work produced by a dance company; a dance company may produce 
a production for touring purposes only, without self-presenting it. Therefore, CAPACOA 
recommends that this Paragraph be amended thusly: 
 
“Examples of activities that could further the advancement of the public's appreciation of the 
arts include producing and/or presenting high-quality public dance performances...” 
 

Art form and style 

5. Paragraph 48: “form” and “style” are used in the singular, which may imply one single form and 
one single style. This is indeed the case of many creation-based organization whose activities are 
focussed on one art form and one or a few styles. What if an organization creates and/or 
presents more than one art form, as is the case with multidisciplinary presenters? Could such 
organizations be deemed ineligible because their mandate is not focussed on one art form? 
Could they be required to provide undue evidence for each art form and style they present? 
Would evidence for one art form and style be sufficient? This needs to be clarified either in the 
Guidance and/or in a list of Questions and Answers supplementing the guidance. 
 

                                                           
2
 The NAICS classifies performing arts producing organizations in the Performing Arts Companies (7111) subsector, 

and classifies presenting organizations in Promoters (Presenters) of Performing Arts, Sports and Similar Events 
(7113).  Statistics Canada, North American Industry Classification (NAICS) 2007. 
http://stds.statcan.gc.ca/naics-scian/2007/ts-rt-eng.asp?criteria=71 (accessed December 31, 2011) 
3
 Québec, Système de classification des activités de la culture et des communications du Québec 2004, Institut de la 

statistique.  
http://www.stat.gouv.qc.ca/observatoire/publicat_obs/class_act_cult2004.htm (accessed December 31, 2011) 
4
 Canada, Canada Arts Presentation Fund 2012-2013: Programming Component Guidelines, 12. 

http://www.pch.gc.ca/eng/1288017819336/1288017819339 (accessed December 31, 2011)  

http://stds.statcan.gc.ca/naics-scian/2007/ts-rt-eng.asp?criteria=71
http://www.stat.gouv.qc.ca/observatoire/publicat_obs/class_act_cult2004.htm
http://www.pch.gc.ca/eng/1288017819336/1288017819339
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6. Paragraph 49, Appendix C: The list of recognized art form and styles is not very comprehensive. 
The list of music styles, in particular, doesn’t include several of the styles that national and 
provincial bodies refer to as “popular”5 or “world” music6. These styles are recognized and 
funded by almost all that national and provincial arts bodies (such recognition is one of the 
evidences listed in Paragraph 50). These styles also represent a significant proportion of most 
presenting organizations’ programming, festivals and series presenters alike. Expanding 
Appendix C to include more forms and styles that are already recognized by arts bodies might 
reduce the evidence burden upon those organizations that produce or present these styles.  
 

7. Paragraphs 48-51: The notion of “common and widespread acceptance within the Canadian arts 
community” could easily create obstacles for new, emerging and hybrid art forms and styles, as 
well as to non-western art forms and styles. Organizations involved in the production and 
presentation of these forms and styles could face evidence requirements that may make it 
prohibitive to register for charitable status. Similarly, organizations that want or seek charitable 
status may be reluctant to showcase these forms and styles, since they are not charitable by 
virtue of lack of common and widespread acceptance. This would be detrimental to the 
evolution of art forms and styles in Canada, and therefore contrary to the requirement in 46.b, 
stating that “the organization must show that its purpose and activities enhance the identified 
art form(s) and style(s) within the arts industry”. Such a risk needs to be addressed in one way or 
another under Paragraphs 48-51, at least by acknowledging it either in the Guidance itself or in a 
list of Questions and Answers supplementing the Guidance. 
 

8. Paragraph 50: The second bullet may likely be the most accessible source of the evidence to 
satisfy the “Art form and style” criterion. It should therefore be comprehensive. CAPACOA 
recommends that Canadian Heritage agencies be included within the list of national arts bodies, 
so as to include, among others, FACTOR/Musicaction and CBC/Radio-Canada.  
Recommended amendment: 
 
“the art form and style has been recognized by national or provincial arts bodies in Canada, such 
as Canadian Heritage and its agencies, national or provincial arts centres, museums or galleries, 
or national or provincial arts councils...” 
 

Artistic Merit  

9. Paragraphs 55 and 57: According to the example provided in Paragraph 55 about the 
“organization that simply exhibits artistic works”, one could infer that, for ‘simply’ presenting 
organizations, the criterion would be met by selecting and presenting performances that “are 
shown to meet the artistic merit criterion in their own right”. This  lacks clarity and, should it be 
the case, it raises questions and potential difficulties for presenting organizations: 
 

                                                           
5
 Statistics Canada’s General Social Survey includes a question on the attendance of “popular musical performance 

such as pop, rock, jazz, blues, folk, country and western”. 
www.statcan.gc.ca/imdb-bmdi/instrument/4503_Q1_V5-eng.pdf (accessed Jan. 12, 2012) 
6
 The Canada Council for the Arts’ Music section deems the following general fields of music to be eligible to its 

programs: classical, electroacoustic, jazz, improvised, world, traditional, songwriting, functional, Aboriginal, folk, 
experimental, electronic. 
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/grants/music/ff127245366823750000.htm (accessed Jan. 12, 2012) 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/imdb-bmdi/instrument/4503_Q1_V5-eng.pdf
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/grants/music/ff127245366823750000.htm
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a. How does one ‘show’ that a production/performance meets the artistic merit criterion 
in its own right? To which of the following Paragraphs would a presenting organization 
need to comply in order to ‘show’ such a thing? 
 

b. A presenting organization may present over a hundred different 
production/performances in a single season or festival. For how many different 
performances would a presenting organization be required to show that they meet the 
artistic merit criterion in their own right? According to Paragraph 57.b, which asks for 
“objective evidence to show the required quality of each exhibition, presentation, or 
performance”, this may mean that a presenting organization would need to show 
evidence for each and every performance presented over the course of a 
season/festival. This may easily represent undue evidence requirement. 
 

c. A presenting organization usually presents a range of performances by established as 
well as by emerging artists. “Expose/assist emerging artists” is actually one of the 
competencies identified in the Presenters Competency Profile (CHRC, 2007)7, under the 
competency group “Contribute to Artist Development”. It may however be more 
difficult for a presenter to provide objective evidence showing the quality of 
performance by emerging artists, than it would be for established artists. 
 

10. Paragraph 58.a: If presenting organizations are expected to comply to this Paragraph (which is 
not clear, according to 55), it would need to be re-written so that “adjudication/audition” 
process be distinguished from “selection” process. The former applies mostly to creation and 
production organizations; the latter applies more accurately to presenting organizations.  
 

11. Paragraph 58.b: If presenting organizations are expected to comply to this Paragraph (which is 
not clear, according to 55), it would need to be re-written, because the current list applies only 
to producing organizations. As an example, the last item “evidence that the art work or artist 
has been chosen as part of a curated exhibition, presentation, or performance” is self-fulfilling 
when required to a presenting organization (which makes curated presentations of the 
production for which objective evidence is required). 
 
Consequently, CAPACOA recommends that Paragraphs 55-58 be re-written so as to clarify what 
is required of ‘simply’ presenting organizations and to avoid any undue evidence requirements 
placed upon them. It may also be necessary to provide additional clarifications in a list of 
Questions and Answers supplementing the Guidance. 
 

12. Paragraph 58.b: Several performing arts presenter support organizations (also referred to as 
presenting networks) organize showcase or contact events, in which showcases are 
competitively selected or curated by a committee of presenters recognized by their peers for 
their artistic vision. Such selection or curation processes are rigorous. Showcases are also 
acknowledged by art bodies as important activities.8 They consequently represent a valid source 

                                                           
7
 Cultural Human Resources Council, Presenter – Competency Profile, 2007. 

http://www.culturalhrc.ca/minisites/Live_performing_arts/e/01-05-01.asp (accessed December 31, 2011) 
8
 The Canada Council for the Arts (Audience and Market Development Travel Grants:  

http://www.canadacouncil.ca/grants/outreach/lv127222180330468750.htm), and FACTOR (Showcase Support 

http://www.culturalhrc.ca/minisites/Live_performing_arts/e/01-05-01.asp
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/grants/outreach/lv127222180330468750.htm
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of evidence for artistic merit. CAPACOA therefore recommends that Paragraph 58.b be 
expanded so as to include: 
“evidence that the art work or artist has been officially selected to showcase at a conference, 
contact event, trade fair, international festival or event.” 
 

13. Paragraph 62: None of the Paragraphs in the Artistic Merit section specify the period for which 
objective evidence would be required. Is it 12 months? Again, this deserves clarification either 
within the Guidance or in a list of Questions and Answers supplementing the guidance. 

 

Support to local artists as a public benefit 

14. Paragraphs 66-68, 78: These paragraphs formulate several restrictions against non-incidental 
private benefits related to “support services and advice to artists” (67) and “activities focused 
on promoting the careers of artists” (67), and they state that a “CAC's [community arts council] 
purposes and activities must clearly establish that it serves the interests of the broader 
community (such as all residents of a geographic area), as opposed to a narrow segment (such 
as its members, the area's artistic community, or a specific group of artists)” (78).  
 
All local arts organizations provide some level of directed support to local artists: providing a 
space for creation or rehearsal, offering presentation or exhibition opportunities. They don’t do 
so in order to provide private benefits to these artists; they do so because it is a necessity for 
the health of the arts ecology as whole. If arts organizations don’t support their own local 
artists, who else will? Artists, like any other business, must be able to rely on local partners 
while they are at home. Such support is essential to allow artists to hone their skills at home, so 
that they emerge as acclaimed professionals when they hit the road9 and partake in a vibrant 
arts industry. 
 
Should the proposed guidance be applied in a rigorous manner, arts organizations that provide 
regular support to local artists could face obstacles in registering for charitable status.  
 
Considering that the proposed guidance recognizes “enhancing an arts industry as whole” as a 
public benefit, therefore the proposed guidance should be amended so as to provide a more 
nuanced position regarding, on the one hand, necessary and reasonable support services to 
individual local artists that provide public benefit, and, on the other hand, unacceptable 
promotional services that exceed the boundaries of charity. To that matter, the guidance should 
be careful not to suggest that providing services to “the area’s artistic communities, or a specific 
group of artists” (paragraph 78) specifically implies an unjustified limitation of eligible 
beneficiaries, when such activities are in fact essential to the achievement of the purpose of all 
arts charitable organizations. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Program: http://www.factor.ca/docs/eligibility/Showcase_Support_Guidelines_2011.pdf) both have programs 
supporting showcase participation by artists. 
9
 The American Dialogue devote a full chapter to “The Artist at Home” and to the support that presenters, funders 

and service organization ought to give them before they go on the road. 
National Task Force on Presenting and Touring the Performing Arts, et al. An American Dialogue. Ed. William Keens 
and Naomi Rhodes. Washington: the Association of Performing Arts Presenters, 1989. 

http://www.factor.ca/docs/eligibility/Showcase_Support_Guidelines_2011.pdf
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Conclusion 

 

“Arts and Culture organizations are less likely than nonprofit and voluntary organizations 

in general to be registered charities. Just under half (46%) of them have charitable status, 

compared to more than half (56%) of organizations in the sector as a whole.”10 

 

It our hope that this brief will help the CRA’s Charities Directorate to apply its new Guidance diligently, 

while allowing a greater proportion of arts organizations to be registered as charities. 

We thank the CRA for considering our comments, and we remain available to provide further 

clarification. 

 

                                                           
10

 Imagine Canada, National Survey of Nonprofit and Voluntary Organizations: Arts and Culture Organizations in 

Canada, 2006.  

http://www.imaginecanada.ca/files/www/en/nsnvo/k_arts_culture_factsheet.pdf (accessed Jan. 12, 2012) 

 

http://www.imaginecanada.ca/files/www/en/nsnvo/k_arts_culture_factsheet.pdf

